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Coughing up Flower/5 poems

Hannah Beerman



1. 

say, make me burn like like a UTI like a 
magnetic virtue 
to the sun, melt me my toes with fried 
eggs on the New York City sidewalk in 
July
bring me beer and more money. 

whats the difference between a sign 
and a symbol
says the tall lanky boy, probably too old 
to be here,
attn: I lost a porch this morning
you can look at this from tomorrow

Beacon: drips with family 
Chamberlain ripped door off drunk 
pirate
Blow job in the lawn in the construction 
spot by the museum when there was 
lightning but no rain, or maybe a little 
rain. 
We ran back to the farm.



2. 

The auditor 
collects found crumbs and leftover time 
So Used to eating entrails the proposal 
of dandelions seems too delicate 
so where do we go from here? 
stuttering as I read from your cook book 
to combat diaper rash to find 
where to supplant you, foster dog 
Who is chained to your bed 
don't be jealous of the sunken pools, I 
say to myself 
my heritage is not mine 
When in conversation 
I'm liable to slide my hand beneath 
my belt and coddle my hipbone until 
someone points it out. 
When my students see me again, 
suddenly I am slender. 
I clothed the damned 
I carve my spirit on my spleen
and drink from my personal sewer



3. 

Labia I used to meditate on while 
picketing with Israeli Americans in 
homeless shelters in Delaware.
I thought you were dead, but you were 
just sleeping. 
I take off my own underthings thank you 
fake fur lines my toothbrush
slouching to spit out blood mulling over 
grass 
we used to floss our teeth with each 
other’s hair



_
4.

My brother was shot last night 
Chased by a man with one arm 
The Bronx has a stick up its ass 
Women with hairy backs eat with 
prophets 
I don’t drink water on principal 
I am learning to masturbate in public I 
hear myself lying at dinner

5. 



Seeing dead limbs arms hang at the 
elbow and drag like peeled off blister 
skin feet seeping cheese for you is 
better than sex and I’m pushing such 
books to say I’m in practice falling in 
love with my own calves. I don’t tell 
where my finger goes Lilli pads where 
there she lost her glasses did you fall in 
love you’re a good judge of character 
do you write poems sometimes. It 
doesn’t make any sense to wash my 
hair so I went without keep to type in 
my fundamentally slack jawed game I 
like being dehydrated because my body 
reminds me that is appropriate. If that’s 
my littler winter puppet box show candy 
you pretended was a present you had 
to get off your hands.



sky over-curious/5 Poems

Erica Newton

Monday Morning
The bread crumbs 
spill over the edges of
the cutting board; they

mix with the colors of



the table where the varnish 
has rubbed off. Lift 

one hand and 
let it settle again on 
my thigh, resigning to pass 

on catching attention. She
raises her head to me 
briefly but her gaze runs past me. 

Before this, I ran with my eyes
to the sun as if 
to wash my brain.

The steam from the kettle is blown
by the wind. Its usual
upward lifted stream 

a wild diffusion
in the light of morning
coming in through the 
low window by the stove.

yerr



rapid caloric intake set against
the jests of life 
what I thought was water strikes me
un-smooth the oceanic scene
in and out of sleep
the wild boar entering the bedroom
showering occasionally
you microwaved me some pork chops

my life was spent this way
microwave dinner
after microwave dinner
after cavernous sex
I made public gravity
milking you in the square like that
silently watching spectacle like 
dreaming

Golden Ages

The run down incongruous precision 
that left you hanging loose-I rode until 
the last of the seconds that pale your 
turbid maniacal ability to freshen me-



down the lusty afternoon-its been the 
thousands down the foreside-the fore 
site on the slender and greening slopes 
of my paradisiacal field and roll-she the 
gleaming oracle cast in stone catching 
golden wisps of sunlight wheat for hair 
in her pit-all the pits--gold! Golden age-
rode up though the friction of over 
attention and speculation to be cast in 
stone--we're a hardening people-getting 
older and older but not long enough 
(individual vs. civilization) to move 
again into the malleability of the 
moment, of times, of lost time--lo(o)sing 
the grip on things-only things because 
its(they are, we're in) the place of 
action, action without (the) reactionary 
but i wish my selfishness manifested

13 Lunes

break up pitfall on
high crowned 
mount rigidity 

danced on a dock



slickness helps
my moves under moon

found some plumage
on my shirt
like my own hair

horn section this eve
spilled wine
dotting my skirt

de-possessing an
easy lift
to catch it all up

before it etched
cavernous
in their motioning

pre-nup can do it
asked for
precious curl let call

over and in--out
left turkey
in oven past night

holiness dropped 



axe on foot
put maniacal

assemblage crossed
bearded foll-
ower on path

the alphabet in-
sisted on
pleasure over force

you might call me a 
pyramid 
askance all over me

over eating 
my own body
reminding me of 
another woman's

5 More Poems 
by



Hannah (Beerman)

6.

I eat crustaceans from Filipino 
housewives when I watch TV I hear 
screams from rapes I committed when I 



was a toddler and that I was never tried 
for. I pee out pretend friends.

7. 

2 naked girls boxing 
the other one looked like me 
so I found my mother’s wedding dress 
and tore it up when I was riding my 
bicycle 
doctor’s like listening to dreams and I 
like listening to doctors. 



coughing like a flower girl 
Toddlers drawing geographies 
I look up the same words every time 
Why do all my white rich friends visit 
poor black countries To play with dolls? 
Killing horses for salt and luxury 
shoelaces 
I told him that everything looks 
amputated to me. I found vegetables 
the rightest example

8.

Conspirators, over-wavers, Guests of 
the Youth Hostile in Tel Aviv 
I lost my camera and I blame you. 
Pictures of my old body and my old 
name. 
You created then lost them. 
Watch the fire-hydrant 



prepared and virginal 
I'm knitting our conclusion 
and I'm not sure how much bigger I can 
make this undergarment 
it’ll be itchy, granted. 

9. 

Dreams of a brotherhood of insertion 
Everyone walking in front of me as a 
joke 
Rioting for plastics spoons Homeless 
woman rubber flipflops on some street 
in Montreal 
Hello beautiful can I touch it so I moved
Giving out head to men in Donald Duck 
suits
There are criminals in your ass hole 



And I saw them playing Frisbee with 
your dog
When I was giving shots to oranges 
Who should have been my imaginary 
friends
I dress like a child

10.

my armpits reek of my armpits 
defending dad's fat lip 
still sagging on stilts
flagging down convicts 
since grandma stepped on my glasses 
and so accumulating the right kind of 
fungus...



And
4 More Poems

Erica Newton



Front Yard on a Sunday

The three of us laying in the front yard
on a mat and a sleeping bag
listening
to the church bells next door
my left arm in the shade
the rest of my body splayed out
in the sun
The shadow begins to move
and cover my body 
part by part
across me it spreads
I wait unmoving for the bottom of right 
foot
and forearm to be out of the sun
keeping the heat under my limbs



Funeral Poems

1.
we left for the funeral at six in the 
morning
I had slept in the daybed in the living 
room
felt like a road trip 
rest stop no coffee
nice easy leaving my world 
for another but then the need for
subdued sentiment 
since we weren't supposed to be 
looking 
for a good time

2.



room filled hot
sitting on a window sill full of sun
press my face
to the cool wall
against my closed eyes the
flicker of light reflected
off programs fanning hot bodies

3.
light caught in
the rhythmic flashing
over my inward turned eyes
from the window I sat in
causing staccato
reflection providing (a centering, a pull, 
a peace)
unknown to the mourners
as they fan themselves
giving me an experience apart from the 
colloquial (ritual, distant, 
wholly different from their casual 
movement)

4.
catching light 
in their easy



waving of programs
throwing it
the hum from a singing bowl
over my face
the reeling rise this death provided
fingers pressed he kissed my elbow 
from behind
eulogies ringing, washing us

5.
the wind started to blow 
through the window over our
hot backs when we
sang the wordless spiritual
light over my eyes cheek 
to the wall I searched
for a narrow focus
while an expanse widened 
in my chest with one hand pressed
to the earth and the other to the sky

6.
hot unmediated wonder
practical cataclysms
how this death rang me real good
to wonder



to greet with intention
rile me up teacher in death
bring me to a semblance of home
one wild turning step
toying glance in the woods

7.
I ate too much at Shiva
I swear you were looking at me while 
we sang 
in the yard but I've been awfully self-
centered lately
I wanted him to fill me up, your brother 
in death
we walk into that reality we've all 
always lived in
still nervous to jump into the clear pool 
from
a high rock the next day

8.
I don't want to leave the funeral
your body lying there, without a casket
only a shroud a tallit a hawk feather



I'm wandering through my simplicities
a wayward motion 
the world might hit me on 
my way out 
like exiting the woods onto
a parking lot 

Morning, a devotional sleep

  a tracking    of the simple
down 
on the   floor here
           light 
amongst the leggy furniture
positions    settled
 briefly
from  the night

had a dream    about a 
            great humpback
sighing   into the shore   and
      returning
to overtake the swimmers
its mouth agape  to the waters 
edge      thick layers of 
     ancient bristles
the same color       as the sand
      I stood to   the side     



 on a dock
and twice   saw it breech  
         that deep liquid navy
the same     color as it's barnacled 
back  and you ran    to swim with it
    when you  saw it coming   for a 
 second time

the pale and   
       colorless light
 edges   the couch
spreads 
      itself across the table
it cuts     through    the slats 
        to the underside
             shows
  the granulations   in everything
gently pushing   the shadows
   filling them 
            with a roundness
as they press     over the crest 
      of the chair’s arm

a   lifting 
   shroud  of sorts 
the  window 
filling    from the top



  with blue
the seams 
     of   morning  
breaking    slightly

SUN OAK DEATH

MAN
POEM
          SUN OAK DEATH

ENTERED 
THE ROOM

A MIXTURE
        IMPASSIONED LIVING

   WHAT YOU WANTED
   PASSED OVER

TRAIPSED WILDLY ABOUT THE 
HOUSE

          WISH I WOULD DO THE 
SAME

A  CONTINUAL  GROWING  THING
 MAN               SUN OAK 

DEATH
   VIBRATION   UNDER   ME



HOW TO 
CHARACTERIZE?
A MIXTURE

      AND MOVED 
WITHOUT A HOLDING FEAR   






